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Mareike Besch Studio is a bespoke art & design studio open
for woodblock carving and printing, commissions and
reproductions. It was founded by Mareike Besch; artist,
Japanese woodblock carver and printmaker, living and
working in Walthamstow, London. Her background in digital
media design and her passion for Japanese history and
culture inform her artwork.

Mareike also launched the “Craftsmanship Soul - the
modern voice of traditional crafts” online magazine in
September 2017. The magazine focusses on unique
craftsmanship that sets new standards and encourages
dialogues between traditional crafts and contemporary
design concerned with the way society, technology, and the
environment is changing.
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Like many freelancers working from home, Mareike felt
stuck with her current situation of not having a studio space
to do creative work. She was at a difficult point to develop
from, and her main challenges were:

FINANCIAL PRESSURE

LOW MOTIVATION AND CONFIDENCE

LACK OF SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

NOT KNOWING HOW TO ATTRACT AN AUDIENCE FOR
AUDIENCE FOR JAPANESE WOODBLOCK PRINTING
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Mareike Besch Studio exceeded the minimum of 12 hours of
business support, reaching 17 hours in Forge Edition 4, by
participating in a range of activities:

1 workshop (Business Finance Literacy Part 1: Unit
Economics)

4 hours of 1 to 1 mentoring with Nat Harrison

4 Networking events:
NETWORKING EVENT 7 - Marketing and Storytelling 16 January 2020
NETWORKING EVENT 8 - Sales, Market Research and
IP -13 February 2020
NETWORKING EVENT 10: Working Internationally,
scaling businesses processes and being Tax savvy 21 May 2020
NETWORKING EVENT 11: Building Your Brand,
Marketing and Wholesaling

2 Making Connections events:
MC EVENT 5 - Innovation & Community collaboration 27 February 2020
MC EVENT 7: Collaborations and Partnerships to help
navigate the Covid era - 04 June 2020

Mareike did not have much capacity to attend more
workshops because of a part-time job and family
commitments, therefore she had a bespoke Forge plan to
suit her needs and work/life balance.
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The 1:1 coaching was focused on clarifying vision and
objectives and finding ways to commercialise her business.

Mareike realised she did not want to go down the artist
route full-time as other Japanese wood-block printers have
but would like to have it as a 2nd income stream. The two
streams to her business were the commercial print side and
art.

In 4 hours with Nat Harrison, the worked on the
following action points:

1st session – market and client research
identify ways to help her focus including journaling
reach out to colleagues who trained with her to
get feedback on her pricing for exhibitions and prints
and make sure there is a good profit margin there
start to build a network of local artists and have a
support system
identify types of clients who may buy from her – private
purchases, institutions and organisations and specialist
galleries.
investigate who would be interested in the traditional
craft techniques and buying individual pieces/fabrics

2nd session - Focus on the commercial side of the business
calculate how much time it takes to make one block print
and the potential profit on limited edition or standard
prints
find out what a limited edition run usually is (50/100)
and whether doing limited editions is cost effective or
maybe just selling prints is better
do some research on the price that prints will sell for
look into increasing her prices locally
identify 20 places she could sell botanical/floral prints
research the handprinted wallpaper and fabric
sector – know who makes what, at what prices and for
which clients
investigate bespoke upholsterers who works with
handprinted fabric
investigate interior designers who work with
hand printed (wood block printed) fabrics

3rd and 4th sessions - work on the strategy to build out the
commercial side of the business
search the internet for high-end handmade/printed
interiors (in ships, hotels etc.) and try to identify the
designers, interior designers and companies involved in
make a list of the interior companies involved
in each type of setting
review designs to see if any are appropriate for
textiles or wallpaper
test out a design for commercial sale

Mareike told us about the impact of the 1:1 and Networking
events:

“My one-to-one coaching worked extremely well. I felt a
huge willingness to understand my business and support
from my coach (Nat). She managed to boost my confidence
and focus on the essentials rather than getting lost.

“What also worked were the Networking events,
to meet like-minded people and people facing the same
difficulties starting up. A bit of a shame that most parts had
to be online. It worked better than anticipated, so a mixture
of the two would be ideal, I think.”
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Using the learning and advice provided on Forge, Mareike
Besch Studio reported:

increasing its monthly turnover by 10%
secured one or more clients, commissions, contracts or
partnerships expanding its product range or service
improved skills and confidence, notably in the following
in areas (0 for low levels of skill or confidence, up to 5
for high levels):
Negotiation, up from 0 to 3
Pitching, up from 0 to 3
PR & publicity, up from 1 to 3

See graph on following page for more.

